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The development of the velocity profile in the flow of a viscous incom- 
pressible electrically conducting fluid in the initial section of 
channels of various shapes was first studied by approximate methods by 
Shercliff [1,21. From the results there obtained it followed that as the 
intensity of the magnetic field increases the length of the inlet 
section decreases. Recently this problem in the case of plane and annu- 
lar channels has been considered afresh by a number of workers [3-81. 

On the other hand, the steady flow of a viscous incompressible medium 

in a plane channel of infinite length with allowance for anisotropy of 
electrical conductivity was investigated in tg, 101. 

We consider below the influence of anisotropy of conductivity on the 

development of flow in the initial section of a plane semi-infinite 
channel with nonconducting walls (-a < y < a, x >, 0). in which there is 
a viscous electrically conducting medium having at the inlet section 
x = 0 a uniform velocity profile u = ue, In the region of the channel 
x a0 there is acting on the fluid an external uniform magnetic field 
Be parallel to the y-axis. The density p of the medium, the coefficient 
of viscosity q and the electroconducttvits u are assumed constant. If 
we introduce dimensionless variables 
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P’ 
P=puo” J&g, E=E+ 

UOBO ' 
j=L 

auoBo 

(1) 

(the dimensional quantities are marked with an asterisk) and seek a 

solution of the initial system (see equations (1) to (3) in 191) in the 
form of series in powers of the small parameters R, and lhR, then for 
the zero order approximation we obtain 

&A aP -_ 
ax - -z-sli+g, &--~+sr;+~ 

g _t & = 0, j, - ori, = E, - w, i, + ori, = E, + u 

ap a& aE, 
-=--0 

&!3x c3E, 

ay1= ayl ayl 1 3T- ax -=o 

(2) 

where 

aBo*a w0a s=puo, R=yi, R, = opoa 

In writing down system (2) it has been assumed that the velocity of 
the medium does not depend on the z-coordinate. whilst the inertial 
terms, following Targ [ill, are allowed for approximately. Similar 
simplifications can also be achieved by the method of estimates used by 
Liubimov in deriving the equations of the magnetohydrodynamic boundary 
layer [121. 

Eliminating from the equations of motion the components of the current 

density and passing to the dimensionless variable y = yl R, we find A 
that 

I ak au ap --_-- 
R a? ax -mEF+u+o~)--=O 

1 ati a~ s ap --_- R a,y az +i+(oqa (E, + arEz + ~QJ-wW)- a~= 0 

(3) 

Differentiating (3) with respect to y and introducing the complex 
velocity V = u + iv, we obtain for V the following equation: 

i PV aav s (1 - i0q av -- 
R ad -ax- -=0 

1 +w)* a (4) 

In solving equation (4) we shall assume that the bulk flow in the 
direction of the x-axis is given. whilst the bulk flow in the direction 
of the z-axis is zero. Then we have the following boundary conditions 
for V: 

V Ix4= i, V I”+1 = 0, Q = +s’ Vdy = 2 (5) 
-1 
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Applying to (4) and (5) the Laplace transformation and solving the 

equation so obtained, we find that 

coshm--cab my, 

V”=h(cah 7 m-m-ldnhm) m= 1/Rh+Na(1-iiof) 

where 

V’ = 
s 

Vemh ds, MB = SR = &&ad 
rl 

0 

Carrying out the inverse transformation, we obtain 

kXl ]rk* + N2 (1- ioz)] cos T,,~ exp 

_ $+Na(l-iioz) 

A 

z 

(6) 

(7) 

where 

V,=u,+iw,= 
dNJf/1--’ en---coobNv/1-_y 

cabN 1/w-- (N Jf/1- ior)-‘dna NV/1 = 

6-2; 
cosT,+y-COSTk 

kz1 I ok’ + Na (I- iot)] cos ~~ 

and yk are .the roots of the equation tan y = y. 

When OT = 0, formula (7) becomes the solution obtained by Shercliff 

u = M~vM~M~~; + 2 5 ‘OS Tky - ‘OS rk exp (_ 7: +RMa z) , 
kzl (r],a + fMa) cos -(k 

w =o (8) 

which when X - 0 coincides with the results of Targ. 

Separating the real and imaginary parts in (7), we find for u and 10 
the following expressions: 

u==,+2~ 
cos rky - cos Tk UrNa 

k=r ]($ + NY + (orNaY cos Tl; [ 
(7,” +Na)cos~z- 

orN” - 0zW sin - 
R x exp 1 ( 

cosr,Z&,-cosrk OZNZ 
k=l ](Tk’ + N2)a + (otN”)“] cos yk (Tka + N’) ‘OS 

--2- 
R 

6ZlvNZ 
orN2 sin Iz 1 ( ?,k2 + N” - -5 exp - 

R x - (rka + NT} 

co 
Cos~ky-CosTk 

w = wm + 2 %?I [(rk2 + N”)2 + (otNz)2] cos rk C 
(rk2 + @) sin F 2 + 

(9) 
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+oTN%os~, exp 1 ( - 
co cos Tky i ws Tk 

zi 
2 kzI [(Tka + NY’ + (~rN?‘l cos rk 

(yk* + Nx) sin -@g 3: + 

+ wN~ cos +? - w 

From a comparison of formulas (8) with (9) and (IO) it is clear that 

the anisotrops of conductivity leads to an increase in the length of 
the inlet section, since an increase in OT leads to a decrease in the 
number N, which plays in the given case the role of the effective 
Hartmann number M. 

To determine the pressure in the channel for known u and w we inte- 

grate equations (3) over the height of the channel. ge obtain 

Differentiating the first equation with respect to z, and the second 

with respect to x, equating the mixed derivatives and making use of (2), 

we find for the components of the external electric field intensity 8, 
and EZ the system 

which, with the boundary conditions Ez = 0, EZ = - 1 when x = 0, has the 

solution 

E,=--l 

Then (11) takes the form 

ap i au on aw ap 
-=a - -- 
ax ( 1 R ay U=l -R ay 14 ( > a2 -O 

(13) 

(14) 

and the pressure distribution in the channel is found by integrating 
(14) with the condition 

Plx=a=po 
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